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i

Summary:

Change trap_caller_caller_ to correctly 100dify the
(linkage fault) machine conditions before returning
them to the user (for later restarting).
·

Reasons:

Bug fix.

Old PL/I and Fortran programs with
trap-before-links failed to work.

..

r
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SUMMARY:

._.~

Fix bug in expand_path_ which looks at an argument
before it verifies the argument is valid.
I

!REASON:
I
I

Bug fix: causes random faults depending on stack
history.
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Detailed Proposal.

code in bootstrap! used to enter BOS when certain switch
l settings are recognized. Currently, the code uses a canned-in SCU
and TRA inst:t:uction. .The code will be changed to use the instruction
pair found at Cibos_toehold>l 4·.
Reasons:
The BOS toehold was modified to use a RET instruction instead of a TRA
instruction. Bootstrap! should not be sensitive to the instructions
. used by the BOS ·toehold. It should use whatever instructions are
!placed there by BOS.,

I· Implication:
Bootstrap! wi.11 be able to go to BOS and return with the new BOS
toehold mechanism as well as with the old.
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Summary:

Delete code in debug that supports obsolete versions
of pb.. and debug.

Reasons:

Debug is used during the development and testing of
programs. It is unlikely that users will have
version I programs that they are debugging or even
object segments with version I debug break maps.
(Version II break maps were installed October 1974).
There will shortly be a new version object format
(for prelinking) and a version III debug break map
to fix a bug.

Proposal:

Pre version I object segments and version I debug
break maps will be recognized and an error message wi11
be printed. In the case of version I 1'21 the program
will have to be recompiled. For object segments With
version I breaks, the breaks need to be reset which
will cause the version I break map to be deleted.
The programs to be l!X>dified:
db break.p~
db-break map.p0.
db:sym.pll

Implications:

Possible inconvenience for some users.

.
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none

debug

debug

As debug decodes a data request, it parses the generalized address and
generates a pointer to the data being referenced.
This pointer, called the
working pointer, is changed whenever the generalized address is changed.
It
points into either the working segment, its stack frame, or its linkage section.
The actual segment depends on the most recent specification in a generalized
address. The form for a generalized address is as follows:
[/segment name/] [offset] [segment ID] [relative offset]
(The brackets are not part of the debug syntax.) The segment name is either a
pathname, a reference name, or a segment number, and defines what is called the
working segment.
The segment ID specifies which of the data bases associated
with the working segment is to be used in setting the working pointer.
The
segment ID can be one of the following:
&s

refers to the stack frame if the
segment with an active stack frame

&l

refers to an active linkage section (i.e., one with an
Linkage Offset Table (LOT) for the user's ring)

&t

refers to the working segment itself

&a

refers to the source program for the working segment

&p

refers to the parameters of an active invocation of a procedure

&i

working

segment

is

a

procedure

entry

in

the

refers to an active internal static section (i.e., one With an
entry in the Internal Static Offset Table (ISOT) for the user's r111S

The offset field is used as an offset within the segment referenced by the
working pointer. For the working segment, this offset is relative to the base
of the segment.
If the working pointer points into an active stack frame, the
offset is .relative to the base of that frame.
If the working pointer points
into an active linkage section, the offset is relative to the beginning of that
linkage section.
The offset can be either a number or a symbolic name.
If a symbolic name
is specified, a symbol table must exist for the working se~ment. See the pl1
command for a description of symbol table creation.
If a symbolic name begins
with a numeric character, the escape characters &n (for name) must precede the
name, to avoid interpreting the name as a number. For example:
/test/&n10&t
might be used to specify the location associated with FORTRAN line number (i.e.,
label) 10 in a debug request.
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Output Modes

Operators

text

, print
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stack

= assign

&l

linkage
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< set break

&an source line

> transfer

&pn parameter

:: call
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=
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==
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operator

$a
$q
$aq
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$XO

.
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$exp
$tr
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o
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octal
half-carriage octal
decimal

i
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pointer
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floating point
floating point
bit string
graphic

$ppr
$tpr

ing.

....
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$even
$odd
$.Lnd
$prs
$rep;s
$sou
$all
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SUHHARY I

Change convert_authorlzatlon_ to strip leading blanks before checking
for the keywords .. system_low• and •svstem_hlgh•.
REASONS I
Greater conslstency, as thls ls done now for level and category names.
IMPLICATIONS I
Greater conslstency; f1Mes probtem discovered bv ne• card input
software.
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SUMMARY:
Change the acls of all gate linkage segments in the
hardcore header to be read, write rather than read,
execute, write. Add to each linkage segment a
ringbracket 0,0,0 statement.
REASONS:
Currently, the missing ringbracket statement gives
the linkage a ringbracket equal to that of the gate
and thus can be called from ring 4. This is a
security hole which the proposed change will correct.
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Runoff should not be used for info
segments

Use these headings:

of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implications,
Detailed Proposal.

Summary

I SUMMARY:
Some developer_s are :us~ng run~ff to _generate online
documentation. It is desirable to keep the runoff
segments in a system library for convenient access
by all developers.

I
'DETAILS:

i
I

i

I

Under ::;.documentation, create the directory
"documentation_source'', with the added name "doc_source".
Under doc_source, create the directories "info_segments"
and "iml_info_segments", with their appropriate addnames.
If other categories of info segments come into use,
the corresponding source directories can be added easily.
(It is assumed that the peruse text files will disappear
when the new help command is installed.)
IMPLICATIONS:
This
from
need
only

structure will keep the source directories separate
the info seg directories, so that software releases
not include them (suggested by Gary Dixon). Normally,
development sites would need this hierarchy.
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!use these headings:
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II

Summary of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implications ,

Detailed Proposal.

SUMMARY:

I

Move reference names from the KST to a new reference name
table (RNT). This reference name table will subsequently
be removed from ring zero. Implement a new module called
ref_name_ to manage these names. Rewrite makeknown,
makeunknown 1 and related modules for this change: to
make room in the KST for per-process, per-segment access
information: to prepare for "initiated mode": to replace
the current null-name facility by a per-ring count in the
KSTE: and to prepare for the proposed new address space
manager. No interface changes are included in this MCR
except as noted.
IMPLICATIONS:
If a segment acquires more than 254 reference names it
cannot be removed from a process' address space by repeated calls to terminate$noname and terminate$name.
To remove such a segment, terminate$seg or terminate$file
must be called. BOS dump cannot get reference names from
KST (Bernie Greenberg bas submitted a BOS which corrects
this flaw by using the sst name table).

MCR 1216
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REASONS:
Simplify and speed up ring zero.
system.

Prepare for pre-linking

DESIGN:
The basic design is presented in MTB-154. This section
describes only the proposed "null reference name" facility which was not contained in MTB-154. I intend to
replace the concept of a "null reference name" with a
usage count. When a program makes a segment known
bind_segno increments a usage count in its KST entry.
This count, which is kept on a per-ring basis, records
the number of uses of this segment.which are, in some sense,
in progress. When the segment is made unknown by a program, unbind_segno decrements the appropriate ring's
usage count. Thus, if each module which incorporates a
segment into its address space also takes responsibility
for making the segment unknown when it is finished with
it, then this count truly represents the number of computations which are currently using the segment. Unbind_segno
respects this count by not physically removing a segment
from a ring's address space unless its usage count is
zero. This eliminates the need for null reference names.
Since core is a precious resource we have only allocated
9 bits for each ring's usage count. In addition, to
avoid fixed of bit an6 hit of fixed annoyances, these usage
counts are declared as fixed bin(8). When a usage count
reaches 255 bind_segno and unbind_segno will cease to
increment and decrement it. Such segments may only be
removed from the ring's address space by calling unbind_
segno with a special "force" flag. This will force the
usage count for the caller's ring to zero. For the
reader's information a copy of the new KST include file
is attached to this MCR.

)

)

)
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2

3 dcl
I+

BEGIN INCLUDE FILE

- - - kst.lncl.plt - - - last 11odifled

Harch 1975 by R. Bratt•/

pdsSkstp ext ptr,
(kstp, kstep) ptr;

5
&

7
6
9

10
11
12
13
11+

dcl 1 kst aligned based Ckstp),
2 fowseg f 1Ked bln (17),
2 hlghseg f lxed bln (t7),
2 hlghest_used_segno flxed bln (17),
2 unused_! (4) blt (3&> allg~ed,
2 free_llst blt (18) unaligned,
2 unused_2 bit (18) unaligned,
2 uld_hash_bucket <o 1 127' )it <18> unaligned,
2 kst_entry (lowseg:hlghseg) aligned like kste;

J• ~ST header declaration •1

/• lowest seg•ent nu•ber described by kst •1
1• highest segment number described by kst •,
1• highest seg•ent nuaber yet used •1
1• relative pointer to f lrst free kste •1
1• hash buckets •/
1• kst entries •1

15

1& dcl 1 kste based (kstep) a11gned,
Z fp bit (18) unaligned,

17
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29

30
31
32
33
34

35
36

2 segno fixed bln (17) unaligned,
2 usage_count (017) f lxed bin (8) unaligned,
2 entryp ptr unaligned,
2 u i d b it ( 3 6) a I i gn e d,

1•
1•
1•
1•
1•
1•

KST entry declaration •1
forward ref pointer •1
segment number of this kste •1
outstanding lnltiates/rlng •/
branch pointer •1
unique ldentlf ler •/

1•
1•
1•
1•
1•

date time branch •odlf led •1
extended access from the branch •1
access fro• branch •1
ring brackets from branch •/
highest detectable ring •t

2 access_information unaligned,
~ dtbm bit (36),
3 extended_access bit (3&>,
3 access blt (3),
3 rb (J) bit ( J ) ,
2 hdr fixed bln (3) unaligned,
2 flags unaligned,
3 dlrsw bit (1),
3 tus b 1 t <U ,
3 t11s blt (1),
3 tpd blt <1>,
3 allow_write bit <1>,
3 prlv_inlt blt (t>,
3 audl t bit ( 1),
Z lnfcount fiKed bin (12> unaligned;

1• directory SMltch •/
t• transparent usage switch •1
~· transparent modification swltch •1
t• transparent paging device switch •1
1• set if lnltlated with Mrite permission •1
1• prlvlleged initiation •/
1• audit switch •1
1• Inferior kste count •1

'

.
hcs_$initiate

hcs_$initiate

Name:

hcs_$initiate

The hcs_$initiate entry point, given a
pathname and a reference name,
causes the segment defined by the pathname to be made known and the given
reference name initiated. If the reserved segment switch is on, then the
segment pointer is input and the segment is made known with that segment number.
In this case, the user supplies the initial segment number# If the reserved
segment switch is off, a segment number is assigned and returned as a pointer#

Usage
declare hcs_$initiate entry
(char(*),
fixed bin(2), ptr, fixed bin(35));
call hcs_$initiate (dir~name,
seg_ptr, code);

char(*),

entryname,

char(*),

ref_name,

seg_sw,

fixed bin( 1),
copy_ctl_sw,

where:

1•

dir_name

is the

pathname of the containing directory.

(Input)

2.

e ntryname

is the entryname of the segment#

re f_n::une

is the reference name. If it is zero length, the
is initiated with a null reference name.
(Input)

4.

seg_sw

is the reserved segment switch,
(Input)
0
if no segment number has been reserved
1
if a segment number was reserved

5.

copy_ctl_sw

is obsolete and should be 0#

6.

seg_ptr

is a pointer to the segment,
(Input or Output)
Input
if seg_sw is on (1)
Output
if seg_sw is off (0)

7.

code

is a storage system status code,

(Input)
segment

(Input)

(Output)

Not.es
The user must have nonnull access on the segment entryname in order to make
it known.
If entryname cannot be made known, a null pointer is returned for seg_ptr
and the returned value of code indicates the reason for failure.
If entryname
is
already
known
to
the
user's
process,
code
is
returned
as
error_table_$segknown and the seg_ptr argument contains a nonnull pointer to
entryname. If ref_name has already been initiated in the current ring, the code
is re u ned as error_table_$namedup and the seg_ptr argument contains a valid
pointer to the segment already initiated. If entryname is not already known,
and no problems are encountered, seg_ptr contains a valid pointer and code is O.
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hcs_$ini~1ialte_count

hcs_$initiate_count

-----------·-N~:

-----------·----

~cs_$initiate_count

The lll:cs_$initiate_count entry point, given a pathname and a reference name,
causes t.itne segment defined by the pathname to be made known and the given
reference name initiated. A segment number is assigned and returned as a
pointer airnd the bit count of the segment is returned.

Usage
declare

~ixed

hcs_$initiate_count
entry
(char{*),
char(•),
bin(24), fixed bin(2), ptr, fixed bin(35));

call hcs_$initiate_count
(dir_name,
copy_ctl_sw, seg_ptr, code);

e., try name,

ref_name,

char(*),
bit_count,

where:
1 ..

dir_name

is the pathname of the containing directory.

2 ..

entryname

is the entryname of the segment.

3.

ref_name

is the reference name. If it is zero length, the segment
initiated with a null reference name. (Input)

4.

bit_count

is the bit count of the segment.

5.

copy_ctl_sw

is obsolete and should be

6 ..

seg_ptr

is a pointer to the segment.

1.

code

is a storage system status code.

o.

(Input)

(Input)
is

(Output)

(Input)
.(Output)
(Output)

Notes
The user must have nonriull access on the segment in order to make it known.
If entryname cannot be made known, a null pointer is returned for seg_ptr
and the returned value of code indicates the reason for failure.
If entryname
is
already
known
to
the
user's
process,
code
is
returned
as
error_table_$segknown and the seg_ptr argument contains a nonnull pointer to
e~nam~ If entryname is not already known, and no problems are encountered,
~nntains a valid pointer and code is o.
If ref_name
has already been
initiated in the current ring, the code is returned as error_table_$namedup and
the seg_ptr argument contains a valid pointer to the segment already initiated ..
If the seg_ptr argument contains a nonnull pointer, the bit_count argument is
set to the bit count of the segment to which seg_ptr points.

l,,.....,
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hcs_$terminate_name

hcs_$term1nate_name

Name:

hcs_$terminate_name
The

hcs_$terminate_name entry point terminates one reference name from a
If ·
reference namES for that segment the segment
is
from the addr ss space of the process (made unknown , For a discussion
of reference names, se "Constructing and Interpreting Name ' in Section I of
the MPM Commands.
~

4e,~\~-~

Usage

"\J

'Cl c~t

";J~<~

1 ~ ,t

~; ,izkJ

"°

~

declare hcs_$terminate_name entry (char(*), fixed bin(35));
call hcs_$terminate_name (ref_name, code);
where:
1.

ref_name

is the reference name to be terminated,

2.

code

is a storage system status code,

(Input)

(Output)

.Notes
The hcs_$terminate_noname entry point terminates a null reference name from
a specified segment;
the hcs_$terminate_file and hcs_$terminate_seg entry
points terminate all reference names of a segment and make the segment unknown,
given its pathname or segment number, respectively.
The term_$single_refname entry point (see the description of the term_
subroutine) performs the same operation as the hcs_$terminate_name entry point,
unsnapping links as well. Use of the term_ subroutine is recommended.
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'hcs_$terminate_noname

hcs_$terminate_noname

.
Name:

hcs_$terminate_noname

The hcs_$terminate_noname entry point terminates a null r ference name from
the specified segmen
If iRis :ts the -o-fl..l-y reference nameS · the segmen
the
segme
om the address s ace of the process (made unknown);
This
entry point is used to clean up aft r making a segment known and initia ing a
single null reference name; see also the bcs_$initiate, hes $initiate ount,
and hcs_$make_seg entry points.
or a discussion of ref
"Constructing and Interpreting Name ' in Section I of the MPM

Usage
declare hcs_$terminate_noname entry (ptr, fixed bin(35));
call hcs_$terminate_noname (seg_ptr, code);
where:

\

1•

seg_ptr

is a pointer to the segment.

(Input)

2.

code

is a storage system status code.

(Output)

nonnull
The hcs_$terminate_name entry point terminates a
specified
reference
name;
hcs_$terminate_file and hcs_$terminate_seg entry points
terminate all reference names of a segment and make the segment unknown, given
its pathname or segment number, respectively.

\_
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Lib. Maint. Tools
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Sz.s. Pro_g_. Tools
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x

BOS
Salvager
Ring Zero
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Runtime
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STATUS
DATE
Written
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EXP1res
DOCUMENTATION CHANGES

Webber

-Coded in:[iJPL/I OAIM OotbereX'plain in DETAILED PROPOSAL
-Planned for System MR
-Fixes Bug Number(s)
-Documented in Ml'B
-User/Operations-visible
! Interface change? l[JIDs ~o
'-Incompatible change? ye
o
-Performance: 0 Better 00 Same
D Worse
-Replaces MCR

1242
1 ot 1

Page

T~

Document

S~cify

One or More

MPM (Vol. Sect.)

PU.S (AN #) 78
MOSN (Sect • )
x
MPAM (Sect.)
MSAM (Sect .1
Info Segs
x
other (Name)
None _(ReasonJ
Summary of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implications,
Detailed Proposal.

I

ISUMMARY:
Redefine the meaning of the copy switch as outlined
in MTB 186.
REASONS:
Prerequisite for prelinking.· Cleaner supervisor
interface eventually.
IMPLICATIONS:
An incompatible change with respect to:1.
2.

error codes returned from hcs_$delentry
hcs_$truncate .
signalling of no_write_permission and
not_in_wri te_bracket.

and

users and system programmers should change hcs_$initiate
[_countl calls to pass a copy control switch of lb, (don't
create copy).
DETAILED PROPOSAL: .
1.
2.
3.

integrate with installation of SCT:
install new handler for no_write_permission:
change hcs_$delentry and hcs_$truncate.

MTB-18G

Multics Technical Bulletin
To:

Distribution

From:

Steve \Jehhe r

Date:

06/?.3/75

Subject:

Proposed P.edefinition of the Copy Switch

This MTB proposes redef!nition of the copy switch item in a
directory branch. The prime reasons for wanting to do this are:
mechanism

1.

to make a more consistent
available to users,

2.

to simplify the supervisor, and

3.

as a part of the iriplementi1tion of copy_on_write.

and

simpler

Cu r re n t 1 y the copy s 1rli t ch i s u s e d h y the i n i t i a t e p r i mi t i v e s
to provide a pointer to a copy of a segment (which is potentially
nonshareable) rather than to the segment itself. This me.ans that
the supervisor must do a good deal of work. (in ring 0) fmpl icitly
(such as create a segr1ent in the process directory, make it
known, initiate a reference n<1ne, etc.). This work would hetter
be done in the user ring either implicitly as in response to a
copy_on_write fault or explicitly as when a user initiates a
segment so that he gets a copy regardless of the setting of the
branch i tern.
The p roposa 1 is to:

1.

i PlP 1 crnent copy_on_wr i te In the user
software, and

2.

control when a copy_on_write is to take place with
branch i tern "copy_s,,d tch".

Tia~

fo 11 ows:

copy_on_\\lrite

mechanism

is

simple

ring

wt th

system
the

anci would work as

If an ~tte~pt is made to write into a segment that the
user rloes not have write permission to, and the copy
switch is otJ the follovdng actions are taken:
A.

Create a segMent in the process directory with the
narie "!uniquc ••• etc.copy_of ••• "
Give the calling

Multics Project internal working documentation.
Not
reproduced or distributed outside the r.1u1ttcs Project.
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process RE\/ access to the segment.

B.

Make this segment known.

c.

Copy the original segment into this segment.

D.

Make the original seemcnt unkno\'m but

segment nuMher.

reserve

its

the copy unknown.

E.

Mal~e

F.

Make the

numhe r.

copy

known

wt th

the

n~served

segment

action is taken on reference names. Cit ts assumed that
reference names have already been dtssoci~ted from KSTE's.)
Hence, the reference names which were associated with the
original segment are now associated with the copy as the copy has
the original segment's segr1ent numher.
No

It may be worth the effort to create an address space
Manager primitive to perfor~ actions n, E, and F ahove In a
single ca 11 •
The copy_on_wrlte handler which performs the above tasks
would
be
Invoked
when
a
"no.:.write_permission"
(or
"not_in_wrfte_br<lcket 0 ) fault occurs. ThP. signal_ proeram wi 11
special case this before senrching the stack. If the segment
does not have the copy switch ON, no_write_permlssion (or
whatever) is signalled Jn the usual wny. If the copy switch ts
ON, the copy is created, etc. and the fault is restarted
imnediately without searchinz the stack.
Clearly there must he a mechanism for allowing users to take
whatever ac;tion they want to--possibly to ignore copy_on_write
events.
This entire change is
told about it in advance.
must be provided which is
possihle. The new actions
proposP.d below:

1.

•hes_$ in It i ate

-

1ncompatib1 e and use rs ,.,; 11 need to be
It arldltion, a consistent replacement
as similar to what we have tnday as is
taken hy the h~rdcore primitives are

Th i s
pr i mi t i ve
wi 1 1
work
exactly
as
today. However,
system code and in particular,

I
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the linker, should pass a value
the
of
lb
as
copy_control_switch
in
the
initiate calls to avoid a copy
at initiate time.
2.

hcs_$initiC1te_count

This primitive will act F?xactly
as the hcs_$initiate primitive
does with respect to the copy
switch.

3.

hcs_$delentry_file C_seg)

These primitives will

look at
the copy switch and treat the
copy sv1ltch exactly
as
it
treats the safety switch, i.e.,
an
attempt
to
delete the
segment will fail as long as
the copy switch ·is ON.

4.

hcs_$stutus (etc.)

No

5.

hcs_$append (etc.)

No change.

6.

hcs_$add_acl_entrtes (etc.)

tlo change.

7.

hcs_$set_bc (etc.)

No change.

8.

hcs_$f s_move_f i 1 e C_seg)

No change.

9.

hcs_$terriinate_file ·

No change.

hcs_struncate_file

If the copy switch is ON, take
no action and return a code.
If the copy switch is OFF,
truncate as usunl.

10.

11.

hes_$ t run ca te_seg

I

change

If the copy switch is ON, cause
th<-? effect of a copy_on_write
(i.e., if no_write_perrnission,
create a copy with the same
segment number) to occur and
t run ca te the copy.
If the copy
switch ls OFF, truncate the
srgmcnt.

flote thu t ser;Men ts c n~n ted as cnp i es of other seemen ts Hi 11,
in gener<ll, not have the copy switch OtJ and will be writeable.
Hence, it is very unlikely for a c0ny_on_write fault to occur on
one of th~se se~ments.

I
I

'
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A problem arises·when a prograM of torlay initiates a segment
known to have the copy ~witch mi. This prog rar1 cc=in depend on the
fact that the pointer returneci to him points to a copy and hence
actions such as truncate and rlelete will not have any effect on
the original. Uith the new proposal, ho\'1ever,
the returned
pointer will point to the original until (if ever) an attempt is
nade to write into it. !fence, such programs, if they never do
attenpt to modify the origin2l, will perform their cleanup
actions intended for the copy on the original. This is why the
truncate and delete primitives will be changed to treat the copy
switch specially. An incompatible problem arises here
If no
rmdlflcations are performed as an error co<fe will be returned
when an attempt to delete the original is made.
Mote, however,
thc=i t a 11
known uses of the copy swi tell work w l th no change l n
behavior as modifications are alwCJys done (that ts l11u!, the copy
switch Is Qt!).
It vJOuld probably be useful, a5 noted in MTB-169, to Issue
vm rn I ngs when 1) the copy switch ts set Off for a Sf!grnen t \'Ji th
write permission granted to some user, and 2) when write
permission Is granted to a segrmnt \'!hose copy switch ts OM.

,-,

i

I

•
hcs_$1nitiate_count

hcs_$initic.te_count

Name:

----------·----

hcs_$initiate_count

The hcs_$initiate_count entry point, given a pathname and a reference name,
causes the segment defined by the pathname to be made known and the given
reference name initiated, A segment number is assigned and returned as a
pointer and the bit count of the segment is returned,

Usage
char(*),

declare
hcs_$initiate_count
entry
(char(*),
char{*),
fixed bin{24), fixed bin(2), ptr, fixed bin{35));
call hcs_$initiate_count
(dir_name,
copy_ctl_sw, seg_ptr, code);

e"ltryname,

ref_name,

bit_count,

where:
1"

dir_ name

is the pathname of the containing directory,

(Input)

2 ..

entryname

is the entryname of the segment.

3.

ref_name

is the reference name. If it is zero length, the segment
initiated with a null reference name. {Input)

4.

bit_count

is the bit count of the segment,

(Input)
is

'-'II

(Output)

w---1!-!a't--Qbsoi-e~oo.-&ho.ul.4-be~ > It!~@

~

"C"~::.e·t-l·.::-ew--

6.

se~ptr

is a pointer to the segment,

7"

code

is a storage system status code,

(Output)
{Output)

Notes
The user must have nonnull access on the segment in order to make it known.
If entryname cannot be made known, a null pointer is returned for seg_ptr
and the returned value of code indicates the reason for failure.
If entryname
is
already
known
to
the
user's
process,
code
is
returned
as
error_table_~segknown and the seg_ptr argument contains
a '80nnul+. pointer to
entryname. lif entryname is not already known"- and no problems are encountered,
seg_ptr contains a valid pointer and code is o.; If ref_name has already been
initiated in the current ring, the code is returned as error_table_$namedup and
the seg_ptr argument contains a valid pointer to the segment already initiated.
If the seg_ptr argument contains a nonnull pointer, the bit_count argument is
set to the bit count of the segment to which seg_ptr points.
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hcs_$in1t1ate

hcs_$initiate

hcs_$initiate

~:

The hcs_$initiate entry point, given a pathname and a reference name,
causes the segment defined by the pathname to be made known and the given
reference name initiated, If the reserved segment switch is on, then the
segment pointer is input and the segment is made known with that segment number.
In this case, the user supplies the initial segment number.. If the reserved
segment switch is off, a segment number is assigned and ~eturned as a pointer.

declare hcs_$in1t1ate entry (char(*),
fixed bin(2), ptr, fixed bin(35));
call hcs_$in1t1ate (dir~name,
seg_ptr, code);

char(*),

entryname,

char(*),

ref_name,

seg_sw,

fixed bin(1),
copy_ctl_sw,

where:

,,.....,
'

'

1•

dir_name

is the

2.

entryname

is the entryname of the segment.

3.

ref_name

is the reference name. If it is zero length, the
is initiated with a null reference name. (Input)

4.

seg_sw

is the reserved segment switch. (Input)
0
if no segment number has been reserved
1
if a segment number was reserved

r; I

oop)t

6 ..

seg_ptr

is a pointet to the segment. (Input or Output)
Input
if seg_sw is on (1)
Output
if seg_sw is off (0)

1.

code

is a storage system status code.

~u

aw

pathname of the containing directory.

i& o8eelebe -e:"d

e~e~ld ~e

Q,

(Input)

(Input)

(IApw\)--

segment

~ ~

(Output)

[jot es
The user must have nonnull access on. the segment::"ent~;-~a~in order to make
it known..
"-If entryname cannot be made known, a null pointer is returned for seg_ptr
and the returned value of code indicates the reason for failure.
If entryname
is
already
known
to
the
user· s
process,
code
is
returned
as
error_table_$segknown and the seg_ptr argument contains a Aonnul.4. pointer to
entryname. If ref_name has already been initiated in the current ring, the code
is returned as error_table_$namedup and the seg_ptr argument contains a valid
pointer to the segment already initiated. If entryname is not already known,
and no problems are encountered, seg_ptr contains a valid pointer and code is O..
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, ..., A new feature is being added to the system which makes use of the
copy switch item in a segment's branch. The feature, copy-on-write, will
be a standard feature of the system and will cause a copy of a
segment to be created in the process directory when, if ever, the
original segment is modified and the copy switch is ON for the original
segment. The system will make the copy known with the same segment
number as the original. The original will be made unknown. All
reference names initiatially associated with the original will be
associated with the copy.
The use of hcs_$initiate and hcs_$initiate_count to generate a copy
at initiate time will also continue to exists as a means of getting a pointer
to a copy of a segment. The copy-on-write feature defers creating
the copy until necessary and avoids some of the problems with the
initiate interfaces.
Users who choose to use the new method need only change the copy_ctl_sw
parameter (parameter 5) in the hcs_$initiate and hcs_$initiate_count calls
so that a copy is not created at initiate time. A value of lb will have
this effect.
For those interested in the interpretation of this parameter, the following
table gives results generated (the meaning of this
parameter is not changing):

Initiate
Parameter

0

1

2

no copy

no copy

copy

no copy
until'mod

copy

Branch
Copy Switch
0
1

-·

copy

Ver.
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Implement static handlers
s. Webber

One or More

Use these headings:

Summary of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implications,

I SUMMARY:

Detailed Proposal.

1

I
I

Change real init admin programs to set up static handlers for
alrrn, cput, -rio_wri te_permissiori_, arid not_in_wri te-·bracket.

l

It makes handling several system conditions more
efficient.

I REASONS:
I
j

''IMPLICATIONS:
Users who currently set up handlers for the condition
"alrm ", "cput", "no_write_permission", and "not_in_
write_bracket" will no longer get control when the
event occurs, unless they take special action.
DETAILED PROPOSAL:
The proposal will be as described in the MTB except:
1.

The call to the static handler made by signal_
will be identical to calls to other (standard)
handlers (i.e. with 5 arguments).

MTB-1243

Pg. 2 of 2

2.

The mapping between names of static handlers and
their indices into the SCT will be kept in include
files.

Users who have handlers for cput and al.rm
will
not see these events signalled as the system static
handler will not turn the continue bit ON.
11

11

11

11

users who have handlers for "no_write_permission"
and "not_in_write_bracket" will not see these events
signalled if the fault occurred on a segment with the
copy switch ON (when copy-on-write is installed).
Users will need to be told of these changes. There
doesn't appear to be an easy way to avoid a flag day
with respect to these changes but it is also very
unlikely that many people will be affected.

Multics TechnicAl Bulletin
To:

Distribution

Fro~:

Steve Webber

Sub_iP.ct:

HAndlina System Conditions

l~te:

4/23/75

MTB-185

There Rre several syste~ events that occur tnrl~y in a
Multics process that do not fit well into the PL/I conrlition
ffi°Chanism but W8re implemented 85 ?art of it fnr lack of a hetter
Rpproach. Typical examples Ara.:

..

-·,

1•

events that An~ :::i l vrn y s ha nrl 1 p, rl ( 'J y d P fa u 1 t ) by th P s "'me
procedure rind are independent of stack historv, etc.,

2.

events that are frequent and do not want to
overhePd of the sinna11in0 ~echanis~, anrl

incur

the

?

events thnt are to bP si-inr:illed nnrrn-"' 11 v but that
to
bP. monitored reqArr'l e ss
of the val 11e of
11 continue 11 parameter in a c,-:i 11 to F1 hAndler.

Are
thP

~·

Fxamoles in the first class arP:
1•

2.
3.
4.

nlrm
cput
mme2
a small set handled by default_error_handler_.

ExAmples in the second class are:
1.

2.
3.

in r:in

linkaqe faults <when removed from rinCJ 0)
lot faults, isot faults (for prelinking)
copy-on-write f r:iul ts

examples in the third clAss Are more VAaue but
Pttempt to monitor the actio~ of a process.

minht

~rise

There h1we been m.gny Atte\'Tlf)ts to solve these oroble\'Tls using
tPchnioues often cAlled 11 st.atic hr-indlers 11 • The proposr-ils in the
n."lst,
however, have been vr->ry nenen-il and Att~rnptr:>d to solve All
probl1:1ms associ"'lt0r.f with such a scheme. The nrorrns;:il nri~senterl
~~ultics
Pro1ect int0rnal workiri-:i d6curnentFitio'l. Not
reprorluced
rlistributP.d outsicle the Multics ProJect.

or

tn

be

PTP-1R5
here is, on the contrary, 0uite simple and hence does not provide
a
aenerAl solution.
It does, however, provide An efficient,
workable solution which, when its limitations are understoorl and
hi:mdled, I thinl<', crin be usef111.
The scheme would wnrk as
follows:
1.

A system conrlition
needed) possibly in

P

table <SCT) is allocated
combinPd linkaqe seornent.

Cwhen

2.

An index into this table will be saved qs part of the
MFlchine conditions. <This index will be the sarne index
used
today
to select the condition name to be
sian::1lled.)

3.

The syste~ will record and know
which can be sianalled from ring
orecisely the ones sianalled today
to accommodate new features within

4.

~.

about 50-75 events
These events r.re
with a few additions
the system.

O.

The standard signal_ pro1ram will call a oroaram to
exa~ine
the entry in the SCT for the condition bein0
sionr:illed (if r:tachine conrlitj_ons ,:ire provided.). If the
SCT entry is nonnull, the hRndler specifieM therein is
invoked. If the SCT entry is null, sianRl_ proceAds to
scAn the stRck for hRndlRrs RS torlRy.
Entries will bR

to aet And set the value of An

orovi~ed

SCT entry. The VAlue of an SCT entry is A pointer to a
h<=mdl er and may bP nu 11. There is no nP,ed for
the SCT

entry to contain ;m "entry" value becRuse a property of
static handlers is thAt they cannot depend on any
automAtic stor,:i0e of A o,qrent block.
~.

The cr:illinn seauence
sirnl)ly:
CAil hAnrller
cont i 11 ue ) ;

for

nll

SCT

handlers

will

be

(mc_ptr, condition_nRme, wcptr, infoptr,

If the hr:indler sets continue to 11 0 11 b, si.gnAl_ will
not
sc;:in the str:1cv. Otlv~rwisi=>, sign.-::il_ will scf1n the stpclr
RS is done todAy.
<The oArAmeters wcptr and infoptr
::ire irinon=•d.)
If ri 0r0nn:im wFn1ts to set ur
st::itic h,qnrller in thi.s "'PY it
should probably first oPt the orevi_ous v,:ilue of thP SCT entry for
the conditio'"1 of interest, r>nd the!J set up its own v.::ilue i'"l tr'e
SCT. The new hAndler has the ootion of callin0 the previous
h,::inrll "'r but this, of coursP, c;:in not be ou<ITFlnt eed tn wor1(
oenCFJUSA.
of problPrns such as th"'! olcl h;rndlPr being rleleted
CterminAt~d,
etc) unbe~nownst to thP current handler. Users of
this mechRnism must have co~rlete knowledoe of thP. execution
;"I

I
I

MTB-IR5
Anvirnnrnent under considerBtion.
l".'ith this
Are oroposed:

brief

overviP.w, then, the following subro11tines

sct_mannger_$oet_handler <bacld.l.w::, inrlex>
sct_m;:in::iqer_$set_hAndler Chr=mdler, inrlex>
sct_manBner_Scall_hAndler
in fopt r, ~.ao.tJD.JJ..e.) ;

(mc_otr,

conrlition_nArne,

wcntr,

h"1ncll ")r

is of type entry and is the
when the· condi. t ion occur!"i.

index

is fixed bin And snPcifies which
hnndler is beino sP.t or rP.turn0d,

mc_ptr

is a pointer to the m::ichine conditions
the fault <event) being sinn::illPri.

nntry

tn

I

CAll
stAtic
for

condition_name

I

wcptr

is iqnored.

inf ootr

is iqnored.

con ti 11ue

i s s El t t 0 II 1II b i f the s t R c 11' sh 0u1 d R 1 s 0 be
searcherl for r:i h::indlPr r:inrf to 11 n 11 b if no
further procP.ssjnq should hP. done.

The

entry point sct_man.=iger _Sc,q ll_hi•m(!l er is C-"' 11 ed by
is little more thPn ::i cnll forw~rcinr if the SCT entry
is nonnull).
The proar.=irn sct_m.::inager_ ;:1l0ne woulri lrnow the
location And form.=it of the SCT.
si1na~_ Rn~

It is useful to list fP.atures and auriliti.P.s of A co11rlition
event which would cause that eveni tn be unacceptible to bA
h~nc!lr>d by a st::itic hAnrller. Th0. fnJlowin<J Ar·'.' such c~sP.s:
or

1.

?

if the
necessary hF1nrll ~:ir for thr ~vent
re:>mrj. res
autom8tic informAtion from ?n ::incAstor bloc~ in the
stBck history (overflow fAult, for PXP~ole), nr

if 1"110re thRn Ol1B rroqr;:im ''I.Ants to

kn0 1"1

nf

the

i.e., if riny user prorin;m will J.jl·0lv hnve
for thP. evi:rnt (.such ris 11 riuit 11 >.

11

P.VPnt,
h::indler

.'f

In
cnntni st, ivindl ers th;::it n:!qu ire no rrev i ous
s trcthistory,. rAq11ire no nAw storflqP. 0thP.r thfln :=iutomF1tic, :=trv:i hAve
complete And sole interest in Rn event ;:ire possible cRndidRtes
for str:itic handlnrs. ·n1e followirig evP.nts, currently sic:in"'JlPd,
Rre thus likely c:=tnrlirlates for st~tic hRndlersr

Al rrn
qrnt
rnme2
)iew events that r.irP. r:iood c;rndirl;:ites for st;:itic handl inq rire:

1 in1r;:i0e_f;:n1l t (when the 1 inker is nut of r inq 0)
lot_f :"lul t
isot_fault
cnpy-on-•tr i te f:=tul t C'10_wr i te_rerrn i ss iol'1)
These events ;:in~ indeed stFttic in l')Atllre.
Hen>. the 8vents
hAndl 0 d in ril'1a O, RS linkaae f:=tults are tnd:=ty, the hRndl"r ~oul~
be
sn stAtic th~t it woulrl b~ directly CAllerl by the fRult
i'lt~rcent mod11le.
The f.'lct th.<:it t:·1n h.=i11dler c.=in '10W be rpn1ovi:>rl
to thn user ring does not chan'!e the event in such R way thAt th~
full conclition l.IP.Chrnism is r""·!Uir8d. The P.Vents Are still systt=>fl!
events and hnncR the hAndl0rs ::ire system orogram.s. Then~ is no
need to s0;~rch thP st=1cl' for P1 'lSAr hr-1ndler.
~s mPntionerl ~Rrli~r, howRvnr, thA
procnsArl irnple~AntPtion
··rnuld allm1 (hopefully l;:1fo1•1lEr!qeAblA) users to provic!e thei.r 0 1'!'"1
st.,tic hAnnlArs th;:it mi0ht, for ~xArnnlP, turn the col')tinue hit O>J
sn th~t the stac~ will be SPArchArl. The usAr-ring implement.,tion,
thus. nrovirles morA freerlom -- th~ ~ef~ults hAVP the effect nf

todAy.

The value of the
inrlex Associated with ri specific event
(1·.rhicl! thP syst0rn progrrr~rnAr rPUst lrnnw)
is obt;:iinerl fro"" thn
inclurle files stfltic_hanrller_n::imes.incl .Cpl l alm).

I

,,....... 7/7/75
A new feature is being added to the system which improves the system's
performance with respect to its handling of certain user-ring system
conditions. The user-interface change that will be externally visible
is in the signalling of certain system events. In particular,
"alrm" and "cput" will no longer be signalled, but will rather be
handled directly by system code. Similarly, there will be a chan~e in
the signalling of "no_write_permission" and "not_in_write_bracket" such
that these, also, will not be signalled if the segment causing the
condition to be raised has its copy switch ON (see copy_on_write.info).
Today, handlers for "cput" and "alrm" are established in the process
overseer of a process. This requires users wishing to write their
own process overseer to know that this is necessary. This strategy
is also being changed such that the "real_init_admin" program for a
process will take on this task thereby relieving writers of process
overseer programs from knowing about this special process (ring)
initialization requirement.
Process overseers that establish timer_manager_ as the handler for "cput"
and "alrm" will continue to work although this effort is no longer
necessary and indeed ignored. If a process overseer establishes any other
procedure as the handler for these conditions, they will no longer work
in the same fashion. If this is a problem, please notify the system
programming staff who can assist you in resolving your problem.
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TITLE: Fix bug in a'byentee.
count correct y
At1.rHOR: S. Webber
-Coded in IDPL/I DAIM Ootbe:rexplain in Dlll'AILED PROPOSAL
-Planned for System MR
-Fixes Bug Number(s)
-Documented in MrB
-User/Operations-visible
Interface change? Dos ~
-Incompatible change 'l ye
o
-Performance: 0 Better~Same
D Worse
-Replaces MCR
I

Objections/Colllllll!nts:
I

use t he se b eadings:

\

Page

·Fails to set bit
Ca -
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~ools

Sz_s. Anal. Tools
SIS. Prog. Tools
1352
BOS
Salvu:er
Ring Zero
Ring One

x

Document

Specify One or More

MPM (Vol. Sect.)
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Into Segs
Other (Name)
None _(Reason) Bu_g_. fix
summary ot Proposal ' Reasons for PropoSal ' I mplicationa •
Detailed Proposal.

SUMMARY:
Fix bug in absentee causing the bit count not to
be set correctly and an "io_error" message being
placed in the absout file.
REASON:
OOq fix.

ot 1

STATUS
DATE
Written
06_._21._75
Status
_H_ 01__._75& 715
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Multics Change Request
TITLE:
AlJI'HOR:

Change to get_entry_name
J. Broughton

Page
STATUS

1251
1
of

2

DATE

I

1-0b_j_e_c_t-io_n_s_f_Co
__
mme
__n_t_s_:__________.____.._~----------t-----------------------------~

Use these headings:

of Proposal, Reasons f'or Proposal, Implications,
Detailed Proposal.

Summary

SUMMARY:
Modify get_entry_name_ to distinguish between a begin
block entry (which has no name) and a procedure entry
(which does have a name), and return, in the former
case, the string "begin block" as the name, and a new
code error_table_$begin_block. Also modify the callers of get_entry_name_ to take advantaqe of this information.
REASONS:

Currently, no distinction is made, and the result is
indeterminate. ~t may return a null string and a code
indicating that no name was found: it may return the
name of any external symbol in the segment: or it may
return garbage characters. Returning just ''begin block"
is not sufficient as the callers of get_entry_name_ are
in many cases explicitly interested in a procedure name.
Also callers may add such other information as they see
fit.

MCR 1251
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DETAILED PROPOSAL:
1.

Make modifications to get_entry_name_

2.

Add new code to error_table_

3.

Modify callers:
a.

Change get_block_name_ to check for new
code rather than explicitly checking
for a begin block itself. {This is necessary since with separate static, there
is an additional begin block entry operator.)

b.

Change 9etonsource {$get_onloc) to check
for new code and return the name of the
procedure immediately containing the begin
block. This will produce correct results
for the onloc builtin for the case where
an error occurs in a begin block. The
result is currently in error.

c.

Most -other callers wi.11 function adequately
with the described changes: default_error_
handler_ has a number of problems with begin
blocks in general, and will be modified at
a later time.
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TITLE:
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tnstall Emerqency Fix to PL/I Optimizer
DATE
STATUS
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Objections/CoDBDents:
Other (Name)
change
None (Reason) ..no il)terface
.
Swmnary of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, I11plicationa,
Use these headings:
Detailed Proposal.

-

SUMMARY:
Install a new optimizer to the PL/I compiler
which fixes bug 13 7.S in which the optimizer
fails, on some occasions, to properly handle
variables whose first, but not only reference,
was as argument to the addr builtin.
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area
SUHHARY. REASONS•
IMPLICATIONS. DETAILED PROPOSAL (optlonalt

SUHHARYz Hodlfy edlt_proJ and new_prot so that they will put a copy of the
omf for a ne"tv delegated pro1ect into the designated directory.
..._,
REASONSZ ProJect admlnlstrators need to have a copy of the pmf for their
protects. svste• admlnlstrators are currently uslng the supposedly
obsolete .. delegate•• co•mand to delegate protects.

IHPLICATIONSI System admlnlstrators will be able to delegate proJects
uslng edit_pro) and new_oroJ.
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TITLE:

AUTHOR:

Change

MCR

Experiment with new command processor
s. Herbst

1256

Page--1----0....t--2-

Request
S'l'ATUB

Objections/Comments:

none yet
Use these headings:

Suanary of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implications,

Detailed Proposal.

SUMMARY:
Investigate the feasibility of installing a command_processor_
consisting of a single module that implements a well-defined
full command language almost identical to that used today.
This module would replace the current command processor and
full command processor programs and include the a1:ility to
expand abbreviations.
REASONS:

Maintaining the current full command processor is difficult
because it requires keeping track of a great number of implicit assumptions and complicated interactions between programs.
Restructuring to use fast EIS builtins for string processing
and to parse command lines in list form rather than string
form, we should be able to design a faster and more elegant
means of fulfilling the current requirements.
IMPLICATIONS:

Three cba.nges are intended for the new implementation:
1)

Abolishing the concept of maximum expanded command
line size, which is of no use and creates .one particular anomaly with respect to the sizes of active

MCR 1256
Pg. 2 of 2

function return strings. The new command processor
will not create an expanded command line in string
form and will allocate whatever list space is needed.
2)

Changing the rule for when active functions are
evaluated in a line containing several commands.
The only change is that no active functions after
a semicolon are evaluated until the command line
before the semicolon has been processed completely.

3)

Mismatched iteration sets will be diagnosed before
any processing is done rather than, as currently,
when one runs out before another.
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TITLE: Fix Bugs in I/O Interfacer
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MCR
Page

Multics Change Request

AUTHOR:

1258
of 1

1

STATUS

Noel I. Morris

One or More

Objections/Comments:

ot Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implications 1

Use these headings:

Summary

I Summary:

Detailed Proposal •.

I

Several entries in the I/O Interfacer are passed fixed binary offsets
If these numbers are negative, certain boundary
violation conditions will not be detected.

I and lengths.

'

'

Proposal:
Change the modules ioi_connect, ioi_set_status, and ioi_workspace
to reject negative arguments.
Duplications:
Any users who make calls to the I/O Interfacer with negative values
in order to hoodwink the boundary checking mechanisms will have to
revise their code.

Ver. 4
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TITLE:
At1rHOR:

Multics Change Request

Improve delete 's description of failure
in deleting suotree
S. Herbst

Page
STATUS

DATE

Objections/Comments:

Use these headings:

of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implications,
Detailed Proposal.

Summary

SUMMARY:
Change delete_, when:
1.

deleting a directory;

2.

and query switch is on (command environment);

3.

and some segment cannot be deleted in a
directory:

to print an error message for every segment that
cannot be deleted in the given directory before
returning an error code.

Ver.
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Page

Multics Change Request

TITLE:
AUl!HOR:

Un-document iox_$open append argument
s. Herbst

STATUS

1260

1

of 1

MTE

One or More

Objections/Coflllltl!nts:

no changes
Use these headings:

I
,-."

ot Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implications•
Detailed Proposal.

Summary

SUMMARY:
Eliminate mention of the append (extend) argument
to iox_$open from comments in the various iocb
include files.

I

REASONS:
This argument is no longer used. Comments should
be changed to say "not_used" in place of "append".
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Install Priority Scheduler
R. Mullen

AtJl'HOR:

1263

Page 1

Multics Change Request
STATUS

DATE

of

2

.._;

Objections/Comments:

Use these headings:

of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implicationa, ·
Detailed Proposal.

Summary

SUMMARY:
Install priority scheduler. By default the initializer will
go in one work_class, all other processes in another.
REASONS:
This modification to the priority scheduler allows increased
administrative control over use of cpu resources.
IMPLICATIONS:
a.

b.
c.
d.

Because this scheduler requires an additional 160 words
of storage in tc_data, the 11 tcd 11 config card may need to
be changed at various sites. If a site's tcd card is
currently correct, it is sufficient to reduce the number
of APTE' s allocated by 4.
Scheduler overhead may increase .01% per workclass
defined. Other, equally minor, savings have been achieved.
Paging overhead may increase if )8 workclasses are defined.
It may decrease if this scheduler is used to limit
service to processes which are known to page heavily.
Response to trivial interactions is claimed to be identical to the current scheduler. This is supported by both
analysis of the code involved and such objective metering
as is possible.
"""""'

MCR 1263
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DETAILED PROPOSAL:
As MTB-163, but with addition of unconditional first-come
fir,st-served running of just interacted processes before
going to new priority scheduler code.
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TITLE: Install new version of vfile_ I/O module
At11'HOR:
M. Asherman

-Coded in:IX]PL/I fi}AIM Oothe:rexplain in Dm'AILED PROPOSAL
-Planned for System MR 3.0
j-Fixes Bug Number(s~nreEorted
1-Documented in Ml'B
O 1
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I Interface change? li]os ~o
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0 Worse
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Page

STATUS
. Written
Status
Expires

DATE

these headings:

I
!SUMMARY:

I
I

.

Document

S~cift

One or fit:>re

MPM (Vol.9 Sect ·l *, vfile
PUf3 JAN

#1

MOSN _{_Sect. )
MPAM (Sect ·l

JSect·l

This version incorporates the following changes in the
vfile_ I/O module.
1)

recovery from interrupted openings
(crashes)
for ind'exed files as an automatic feature.

2)

inter-process sharing of indexed files opened
for modification is supported with a single file
lock.

3)

the control operation accepts an order "seek_head"
that finds the first record whose key has a specified
relation to a given key {required by COBOL).

4)

several unreported bugs have been fixed - the most
serious caused self-destrliction of large indices.

5)

substantial performance improvements for most
operations on indexed files.

See MPM documentation attached.

....c.
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Info Segs
Other _{Namel
None _(Reason}
..Summary of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implications,
Detailed Proposal.

ETAILED PROPOSAL:
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!objections/Comments:
* iox_ spec's revised for positioning
properly in indexed files.
!

1

DOCUMEN'l'ATION CBAM;ES

MSAM

l!use

of

1

I/O modu
.11e

---

PROPOSED SPECS FOR vf 11 e_
1/0 Modyle
~:

vflle_

This 1/0 module supports the 1/0 from/to fJles
storage system. All logical file types are supported.

In

the

Entries In this module are not callen directly by users;
rather, the module Is accessed through the 1/0 system.
See the
MPM section, the Multics 1/0 system, for a general description of
the 1/0 system, and see the MP~~ sectlon, file 1/0, for a
discussion of files.
Attach Qescriotlon
The attach description has the following form:
vflle_ pathname -option_l- ••• -optfon_n1. pathname
Js the absolute or relatJve pathnaMe of
the file.
2. optlon_t
can be chosen from the
of options.
-extend

followJng

lTst

specJfies extension of the file Tf Jt
already exJsts.
This option is only valJrl
wJth openings for output or input_output.

-share -walt_time- allows an indexed file to be open
In more than one process at the same time,
even though not all openings are for Jnput.
(See MultJple Openings be16w). This option
is only valid wJth openings for dJrect_input,
direct_update, or dJre.ct_output with -extend.
The watt_tlme, If specified, Ts the maximum
time In seconds that this process will watt
to perform an operation on the ff le. A value
of mlnus one means the process May wait
Indefinitely.
If no walt_ttme Js given, a
default value fs used.
To form the attach
attachment, the pathname
pathname.

the
descrJptlon actually used in
is expanded to obtain an absolute

Openjng

.aw! Access Requirements

All opening modes are supported. For an existing file, the
mode must be compatible with the file type, (See the MPM Section,
File 1/0).
The mode must be compatible with any options to the
attach description.
If the opening Is for input only and without the -share
option, only "r" access is required on the file, In all other
cases "rw" access is requ t reci on the f I 1e.
Rewrite Operation
If the file ts a sequential file, the new record must be the
same length as the replaced record. If not, the code returned is
error_table_$1ong_record or error_table_$short_record.
Delete Operation
If the file ts a sequential file, the record Is
deleted, but the space It occupies is not recovered.

logically

Modes Operation
This operation is not supported,
Control Operation
The order "seek_hearl" ts accepted when the 1/0 switch ts
open for keyerl_sequential_tnput or kP.yed_sequential_update.
For
this order the lnfo_ptr argument must point to a structure of the
following form:
dcl

1
2
2
2

Info based Clnfo_ptr),
relation_type fixed,
n fixed,
search_key char (0 refer (o));

The operation locates the first record with a key whose head
has the specified relation with the given search_key. The next
record position and (for keyed_sequential_update) the
current
record pos·ltion are set to the record. If no such record
exists, the code, error_table_$no_record ts returned.
The head of a record's key is the first n characters of the key,
the key being extended by blanks if It has fewer than n
characters. The allowed values for lnfo,relatlon_type are:

0
1
2

head • search_key
head >• search_key
head > se rch_key

Myltlole Ooenjngs
It Is possible to have or attempt to have multiple openings
of the same file, that is to have two or more open 1/0 switches
attached to the same file, These switches might be in the same
process or ln different processes. With respect to the effects
of multiple openings, the various opening modes can be divided
into four classes Cexplalned below). Multiple openings in which
the opening modes are In more than one class are Invalid, as are
multiple openings within certain classes.
The vflle_ module
prevents
some
cases
of
multiple
opening,
the
code
error_table_$flle_busy being returned by the open operation,
In
cases
where
an Invalid multiple opening does occur, 1/0
operations will cause unpredictable errors In the processes
involved, and the contents of the files may be rlamaged,
The classes of multfplP. openings are:

1.

--,

Openings for fnput without the -share option.

Any number of openings in this class are allowed. The
existence of an opening In this class never causes damage to the
file.
When this class of opening is attempted, the existence of
all class 2 and 3 openings and some class 4 openings will be
detected for structured files.
2.

Openings

for output or lnput_output without file .extension.

Only one opening Is allowed,
The existence of another
opening
Is never detected when this class of opening Is
attempted. The file is simply replaced hy an empty file of the
appropriate type,
If the file was already open with an openlng
of any class except (1), the contents of the new file will
probably be damaged,
3.
Openings for update without the -sharP. option and for output
or lnput_output without the -share option and
with
file
extension.
Only one opening of this class Is allowed. For structured
files, multiple openings . wtthln the class are detected,
An
invalid ~ultlple opening Involving an opening of this class and
other opehings of class 4, may be detected.
If not, the only
effect Is that the class 3 opening locks the file for the entire
opening.

4.

Openings with the -share option.

(This
applies
to
dtrect_fnput,
dtrect_update,
and
dlrect_output with -extend only). Any number of openings of this
type are allowed.
When a process performs an operation on the
file, the fllP. ts locked.
Other processes attempting
an
operation while the file ts locked wtll wait up to the limit
specified hy the watt_ttme option tn the attach_descrtptlon.
If
the operation is not carried out because of the walt_ttme limit,
the code error_table_$ff le_busy is returned.
There are two system status codes
that pertain
only
to
class
4
openings:
error_table_~asynch_deletton
and
error_table_$asynch_insertlon. The first Is returned by the
read_record, read_length, and rewrlte_rec rd operations when a
record located by a seek_key operation has been deleted (by an
operation in some other opening). .The second Is returned by
wrlte_record when a record with the key for Insertion (defined by
a seek_key operation) has already been Inserted (by some other
opening).
Interrupted Ooenlngs
If a process opens a file and terminates without closing the
file, the file may be left in an tntermldlate state that
prohibits normal 1/0 operations on the file. The exception Is
openings for Input only. The details depend on the particular
type of file as follows.
1.

Unstructured files.

In general, the bit count of the file's last segment will n~t
be properly set.
This condition ts not detected at subsequent
openings, and part of the file's contents may be overwritten or
ignored.
2.

Sequential file.

In general, certain descriptors In the file and the bit count
of the files' last segment will not be properly set. This
condition is detected at a subsequent open, and the code
error_table_$ftle_busy ts returned.

3. Indexed files.
In general, the bit counts of the files' segments will not
be properly set,and the files' contents will be In a complex
intermediate state Ce,g, a record will be deleted but not its key
In the Index). This situation is detected at a suhsequent open
or at the beginning of the n~xt operation, If the file Is already
open with the -share option. Unless the opening ts for l,nput
without the -share option, the file Is automatically adjusted.
If this situation is detected hy an opening for Input without the
-share option, the code error_table_$flle_busy Is returned.
Opening the file for update wf 11 properly adjust the file,
When an Indexed file is adjusted, the Interrupted operation
Cwrite_re ord, rewrlte_record, or delete_record), ff any, Is
comp 1eted. However for rewr I te_record, It may happen that the
bytes of the record are potentially Incorrect. (Everything else
wll 1 be correct>. In thf s case an error message Is printed on
the console.
The user can rewrite or delete the record as
required. The completion of an Interrupted write operation may
also produce an Incorrect record, In which case the defective
record and Its key are automatically deleted from the file.
Inconsistent Files
The code error_table~bad_flle (console message: "File ts not
a structured file or is inconsistent") may be returned by
operation on strucured files. It Means that an Inconsistency has
been detected in the file. Possible causes are:

1. The file is not a structured file of the requfred type,
2. A program accidentally modified some words in the file.
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Summary

SUMMARY:

Change dir control error$ tcrdifferentiate
between access denial due to wrong mode or access isolation restriction by returning error table$ai restricted
if the process' access authorization is not equal to the
directory's access class. Change the message associated
with error_table_$incorrect_access from "incorrect access
to directory" to "incorrect access mode to directory".

-

REASONS:

Programs (such as del_dir_tree) which assume that an
error return of incorrect_access can always be cured by
setting access for the user will now work properly on
upgraded directories.
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SUMMARY:·

Install two mailbox facility entry points needed to
implement secure wakeup messages, in particular, to
make send_mail_ work. These entry points, mailbox_
$wakeup add index and mailbox $accept wakeups index
- on the following- pages.
are described

-
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REASONS:
Secure wakeups require that a user's event channel
id be stored in his mailbox, protected by extended
access. Since access may change, another user's
right to use the channel must be interpreted each
time and the channel id must not be released to·
ring4. It is convenient to let a single ringl primitive send the wakeup, add the message, and report
any errors doing either.
DETAILED PROPOSAL:
Two entry points to be added to the gate mailbox_
and the module mbx_mseg_, also minor changes to
mseg_ and mseg_add_ to make some access isolation
checks needed to send a wakeup to another process.

One

·-

or More

flf\/61 .
Entry: mailbox_$wakeup_add_index
This entry points adds a message to a specified mailbox
sends a wakeup to the owner of the mailbox.
Usage:

and

dcl mailbox_$wakeup_add_index entry(fixed bin,ptr,
fixed bin,bit(36),fixed bin(71),fixed bin(35));
call mailbox_$wakeup_add_index (mbx_index, msg_ptr,
msg_bitcnt, switches, id, code);

where:
1. rnbx_index

is the index of a mailbox. (Input)

2. msg_ptr

is a pointer to the message to be added. (Input)

3. msg_bitcnt is the length of the message in bits. (Input)

4. switches are: (Input)

6. code

normal_wakeup

is ON if a normal wakeup is to be sent.

urgent_wakeup

is ON if a.n urgent wakeup is to be sent.

always_add

is ON if the message is to be added to the
mailbox regardless of whether a wakeup
could be sent.

is a standard status code, for example:
error_table_$action_not_performed
when sending a normal wakeup if the recipient is
accepting urgent but not normal wakeups. This
error code effectively means, "Try urgent."
error_table_$moderr
if insufficient access to add a message.
error_table_$wakeup_denied
if unable to send an urgent wakeup.
error_table_$invalid_channel
if the recipient is not logged in or has not
initialized for accepting message wakeups.
error_table_$no_info
if the sender of a wakeup is not allowed to know
what has taken place because the recipient has
higher AIM authorization than him.

Entry: mailbox_.$accept_wakeups_.index
1,,,.....,

This entry point manipulates information in the mailbox
header to allow and defer normal and urgent message wakeups.
Usage:

dcl ma ilbox_.$accept_wakeups_index entry (fixed bin,
fixed bin(71),bit(36),fixed bin(35));
call mailbox_$accept_wakeups_index (mbx_index,
channel_id, switches, code);

where:
1. mbx_index

is the index of a mailbox. (Input)

2. channel_id is the id of an event-call channel created
caller. (Input)

by

the

3. switches are: (Input)

-.

..

4. code

normal_wakeup

is ON if
allowed.

normal

wakeups

are

urgent_wakeup

is ON · if urgent wakeups are to be
allowed.
If
normal_wakeup
is on,
urgent_ wakeup· must be on .

is a standard status code, probably zero.

to

be
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SUMMARY:
Change enter_abs_request to print an error message
when the specified absout file is a directory.
I REASONS:

Currently, no message is printed in this case and
no request is submitted.

..
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Detailed Proposal.

(Retroactive MCR for emergency fixes constituting llflSS 25.Sa, IVISS 25.9d)
SUMMARY:

Flush, invoked with a -check option, causes a plethora of
"not yet on paging device" pages to appf98r.
to this have manifested themselves,

REASONS:

Two bugs relative

1,

find_core does not recognize when all or
this anomalous state,

2.

When an attempt is made to migrate a "not yet on paging
device" page to the pagi.ng device, and no paging device records
are allocatable, the page remains "not yet on the pagii1ng deviee",
and cannot be replaced from cofe.

When all core becomes
core,

core is in

"not yet on paging device", Multics runs out of

IMPLICATIONS: Reliability.
DETAILED

PROPOSAt:
To fix (1), cause find_core to invoke claim_mod_core after a fixed
number
of modi foi·ed .Q!. "not yet on paging device" pages have been skipped.
To fix (2), modify
flag in a PTW if an

wrHe_page to turn off the "not yet on paging device"
attem~t

to

allocate paging device for that page fails.

This will cause the page to be faulted in from disk if referenced again.
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Summaey

SUMMARY: Modify collect_free_core, the core garbage collector which runs
in initialization, not to collect out-of-service pages.

I

REASONS: The page control protocol changes of system 25-5 make out-of-service
pages look garbage-collectable to the current collect_free_core. It is
rather curious that this has not caused any failures until recently, as
it is a fatal bug.
IMPLICATIONS: Reliability.
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SUMMARYI

Re-decla,.e va,.labfes ln qedx so that lt ls able to edit 256K seg•ents.
REASONS I
The current qedx sometl•es gets out-of-bounds errors and sometimes types
thousands of NUL characters when invoked on a 25&K segment.
IMPLICATIONSI
Fix bugs.
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SUMMARY:

Add a new control sequence to mexp, &ln, which
expands into a decimal number equal to the length
of the nth parameter to the macro in which it
occurs.
REASON:
This is a useful extension.

I

mexp

mexp

I ~· .

8. dup

causes the text up to the next dupend found
in the text to be duplicated n times where n
is the decimal value of the (first) parameter
to the pseudo-operation.

9. &i

is expanded to be the particular parameter in
an iterated list for which the
current
iteration
expansion
is being done (see
below).

10. &x

is expanded
into
the
decimal
integer
corresponding to the argument position of the
iteration argument for which the current
iteration is being done (see
"Examples"
below).

11. &A!!

is expanded to be the n+1'st argument to
mexp command.

the

if ifarg occurs in the context of an opcode
or pseudo-operation it causes conditional
expansion of the text up to the next ifend
depending
on whether
or not the first
parameter to the pseudo-operation is one of
the arguments to the mexp command (other than
the sour9e qame) •
.
•
t1. ·
~ ~pottdtd 11t'h 'ff..t. J,c11+•J 1/lf/:4~tr ~"'"'S~! llC'J
HIAMHr , f cA4rat:kts 111 Ylw ,,~ arg"'•tlfA.•
If a parameter is not specified for a particular parameter
position, a zero length string is used for expansion.
12. ifarg

The argument &O expands
statement invoking a macro.

to

be

the

first

label

on

the

Any parentheses around a parameter are stripped off upon
expansion. Parentheses used in this manner are treated as quoting
characters.
Blanks cannot appear in a
within a parenthesized parameter.

macro

parameter

list

unless

Iteration
The iteration feature is invoked by passing a parenthesized
list of parameters in the parameter position for the specified
iteration.
The parameter number for an iteration sequence
immediately follows the &( of its definition. (If no parameter
number is specified, 1 is assumed.)
Iterated arguments are
scanned in the same manner as macro arguments and hence quoting
can be done with the use of parentheses.
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SUMMARY:
Install a slightly changed plio2_recio_.
REASONS:
Prior to this change, if during execution of a
rewrite or delete statement with a key the key
was not found, the "transmit" condition, instead
'of the correct "key" condition, was raised.

change fixes that bug.
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SUMMARY:

Change tty__to not pad Terminet 1200 output when
running in raw mode.
REASON:
Raw mode should not edit the user's ou tput stream
in any way.
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Headings area

Su•aaryl
The library co••and ldelete currently falls to perfor• lts
Job, 1.e. deleting llbrar-y seg•ents. Thls proposal •lit aodlfy
ldelete to turn off a segaent•s safety switch before atteaptlng
to delete • segaent, thus enabling the co•••nd to function
proper Iv.
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Su••aryl

Due to a current hardMare bug ( 1062 ) seg•ents so11etl11es
aren•t copied correctly by the updating tools.· The procedure
up<Lcopy_seg_ t •sk_ w1 I I be 11odi fled to use the ••111 r• 1ns tryc t 1on
Instead of the •est• instruction to perfor• the copy. T~ere will
also be coded In a check after the copy to make sure t~at the
transfer was successful.
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SUMMARY:
Modify answering service and associated administrative tools as needed to interface with the priority
scheduler.
REASONS:
Marketing requirement.
DETAILED PROPOSAL:
As described in MTB 193, with the followi?TJ extension:
It will be possible for the system administrator to
specify one or more load control groups to be used
by absentee jobs (with the work class being implied
by the group). Each such group will be assigned to
one or more of the absentee queues, and there must be
one and only one group for each queue.
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Fix buq in stack_frame_exit_
J. M. Brouqh ton

STATUS
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Objections/Comments:
PLM does not yet

Use these headings:

I
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o'l Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implications,
Detailed Proposal.
S~

SUMMARY:

Modify stack_frame_exit_ to correctly handle the
case of a frame which exits to a beqin block •
. REASONS:
This procedure currently assumes that a frame is
exited by a normal call to a procedure. In such
a case, the last location exited in the frame ·can
be determined from the return pointer. If a frame
"calls" a begin block, the return pointer is not
set, and as a result may desiqnate the location at
which the last call was made or may be totally undefined. This causes confusinq information to be
returned by default_err~~-handler_, trace_stack_,
t.

i:c.

DETAILED PROPOSAL:
Modify stack_frame_exit_ to detect the case described above, and return, as the location at which
the frame was exited, a pointer to the location
preceding the begin block. Also add a flaq to the
situation structure returned to indicate the case.
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AUTHOR:
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Use these headings:

Summary of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implication• 1

Detailed Proposal.

SUMMARY:
1.

2.

Make various changes to enable interpret_op_j>tr_ to detect
additional forms of calls to operators and return better
information. New cases to be handled: begin block operators, trace entry operators, entry variable call operators,
basic operators.
Remove explicit calls to hcs_$rnake_pt~ to get address of
segdef's in pll_operators_.

REASONS:
1.
2.

To provide better information when faults occur while executing in these operators, or when calls are made out
through these operators.
To improve performance slightly.

DETAILED PROPOSAL:
1.

2.

3.

Add additional segdef's to bracket sections of code in
pll_operators_ to detect new cases, and move begin block
operators to same section as entry operators.
Add segdef's to basic_operators_ to determine what action(s)
are being performed. Place call operator returnp9int in fixed
location in sta~k for-·standard and extended precision basic and
recompile basic runtime 1 (s) to reflect change.
Change interpret_op.J>tr to recognize new cases.
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Fix bugs in get_link.:_ptr_
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J. M. Broughton

I

STATUS

DATE

One

no change
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these headings:

1

Sumary of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, Implication•,
Detailed Proposal.

SUMMARY:
Modify get_link_ptr_ to fix two bugs:
1.
2.

a fault when called to find a link reference near the
beginning of an object segment.
failure to recognize the compiler identifier "PL/I" in
addition to "v2pll 0 •

REASONS:
The procedure get_link_ptr_ is called to find a call through a
link closely preceding some specified location and return the
name of the routine called as specified by the link.
Bug (1) is caused by the procedure's looking back for a link
reference farther than th~re __ is object_ segment to look at.
Bug (2) prevents the procedure from recognizing calls from
recently compiled PL/I programs, as the compiler of an object
segment is used to select the code sequences searched for.
DETAILED PROPOSAL:
Make changes indicated to fix bugs. Incidental change:
convert to use version 2 object_info structure.
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Objections/Comments:

Use these headings:

Summary of Proposal,

Reasons for Proposal, Implication• 1

Detailed Proposal.

SUMMARY:
1.

Fix meter_gate to find gate linkage sections by looking
at. ·the lot instead of assuming foo. link.

2.

Sarne for spg.

3.

Add reset feature to meter_gate.

1.

Allows us to corn'f>ine gate linkage sections.

2.

Reset feature is very useful.

REASONS:

IMPLICATIONS:
ring_zero_meter_limits,:....ASCII_ should be changed to allow
"lot" and "active_sup_linkage" to be readable (if meter gate
is to continue to be a general tool).

meter_gate

meter_gate

-~

Name:

'

meter_gate, mg

This command is used to interpret and print per-system
metering information for entries in specified hardcore gates.
Usage
$.

meter_gate gate_name -control_arg,,:- -entrynamewhere:
1. gate_name
2.

control_arg~

is the name of the gate segment
examined; i.e., hes_, phcs_, etc.

to

be

can be selected from the following list.

-time, -tm

causes the output to be sorted on
time spent in each entry.

-average, -av

causes the output to be sorted on the average
time spent in each entry.
I

-call, -cl

causes the output to be sorted on total calls
to each entry.

-page, -pg

causes the output to be sorted on the average
number of pae;.e faults in each entry.
· ,.o~" o-T ~ o~"""
If A control_argS i:e Aet specified, the output
is not sorted.
tN«·

411;) ~,_,,.,

IV\Stf'4

3. entryname

Notes

tqe

total

t

is the name of a single entry in
the
specified gate.
Only the information for
that entry is printed. If entryname is not
specified, information for all entries is
printed.

'"'-' l rt ,,.,d
S'IW\lt

a

(or

,.f ~o C'f.St..1

Tht. output header consists of the
brought
up;
the current time and the total charge time
' &:t•l- ps_e±M8
i~l1_t;,......
Also printed is the total number
of calls to the gate, the amount of time spent in the entries
that were called and the percentage of total charged time that
was spent in the entries that were called.
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m eter_gate

meter_gate

----·-

....._,

I

The following is a
printed out by meter_gate.

brief

description

of

the variables

---Item

Meaning

calls

is the total number of times the
point was called.

gate

entry

pent

is the percentage of total charge time
in the called segment.

spent

avg

is the average virtual time in
spent in the called segment.

pfault

is the average number of page faults incurred
during a call to · a segment through the
specified entry.

entry name

is the name of an entry point to the gate.

***

milliseconds

INSERT

-report_reset, -rr

performs the reset function after
printing the report

-reset, -rs

performs the reset function and
suppresses printing the report. ·

I I

,~.

·(
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TITLE: ' . Update qet_entry_arg_descs_
AUTHOR:
M. weaver

ot

1

STATUS

One or More

Objections/Co11118nts:

Use these headings:

S\19U'1 ot Proposal, Reasons f'or Proposal, Implications,
Detailed Proposal.

SUMMARY:
Update get_entry_arg_descs_ to use version 2 object_info_
structure and to handle the new entry sequence changes. _
Add a new entry point, $text_only (same arguments), that_ will
return descriptors only for entry sequences that are described
entirely in tne text.
- -REASONS:

Entry parameter descriptor pointers are being moved from
the definitions to the text section. The new entry point
is needed by the command processor, which doesn't want the
overhead of looking at definitions. Even if much of the code
is distinct from that of the main entry point, it will be good
to have the parameter descriptor finding code in a single module.
ETAILED PROPOSAL:
Keep the entry validation code in the main entry point. '11his
means that even if the "entry" pointer points to a new style
entry sequence, object_info_ will still be called and the
definition checked.

·'

The entry : -~-1;~X-~Q:r:ily__will__ not val_idate tbe __ ent~y-~µ_t._ .i~-~~ ch_egk_
the flags at addrel (entry_ptr, -1). This sh9uld be safe
since $text only will generally be called
- with the output of
hcs_$make_ptr.
~

'

-

'
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Remove 8-page slew at end of salvage
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STATUS

of 1

DATE

One or lt>re

Objections/Comments:

Use these headings:

of Proposal, Reasons for Proposal, ImplicatiODll 1
Detailed Proposal.
·

Summary

SUMMARY:
cUrrently, the salvager uses an 8-cycle do loop to slew.
the salvage report completely into the stacker. This should
be changed to slew just once.
REASONS:
For most salvager runs, inunediate access to this report is
not necessary. Thus, the 8-cycle slew is unnecessarily wasteful of paper.
A secondary reason arose from the use of lightweight paper on
the PRN1200/1600 printers. The printer stacker mechanism very
frequently jams the paper for the long slew.
IMPLICATIONS:
Much paper will be saved.
Operators must manually skip out the paper when it is necessary
to examine the salvager output.
This change wa~ discussed with Andy Kobziar.
tions to the passage of this MCR.

He has no objec-

·"I

/

